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WOW! The first Southern Ride In is in the books and it was FANTASTIC! We had almost 30
bikes participate Saturday and 11 on Sunday. During the ride the weather was not nearly as hot
as we were afraid it was gonna be and the ride, for the most part, went off without a hitch. We
did endure a severe thunderstorm Saturday night which left bike covers, gloves, and a helmet
soaked and flapping in the wind. All in all, everyone seemed to have a great time. Thanks for
all who attended!
Since the Southern Ride is in the rear view, it’s time to start thinking about the upcoming
Northern Progressive Chapter ride! Planning is WELL underway with all Northern Chapters
having coordinated start and stop locations and most having their rides figured out. Keep an
eye out on Indianaonwings.org and for emails from your CDs with detailed locations and
departure times for each leg of the ride. If you don’t know what we’re talking about we’re going
to start Saturday morning, 12 September, at Chapter A2 (Lebanon) and they are going to lead a
ride to Chapter K (Lafayette). Chapter K is then going to take over and lead a ride to Chapter
U2 (LaPorte). U2 will lead us to O2 (Elkhart) who will lead us to F (Warsaw) who will bring us
home to U (Angola) to close out Saturday. Sunday U (Angola) will lead to G (New Haven), who
will lead us to T2 (Huntington) who will lead us to T (Portland) who will lead us to L (Richmond)
who will bring us home to Chapter E (Anderson). We’ll have locations and departure times for
each stop so members can join up at any location and ride as much as they want. Each
Chapter gets to show off the good riding roads in their neck of da woods!
Winter Rendezvous (Feb 19-20) is back at Fourwinds Bloomington with a Favorite Holiday
theme. Spring Wing Warm Up (May 21-22) is gonna be a riding event in Nashville, IN. Keep
your eyes peeled as we’ll be sending out more information on these events shortly. If you have
any rally ideas/suggestions or something you want to volunteer to do (teach a seminar, provide
entertainment, etc.) please let us or a District Team member know.
Until next time……..
Rick and Debbie Warmels
IN District Directors
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Lightning is the MOST UNDERRATED weather hazard. On average, only floods kill more
people. Lightning is most often seen in thunderstorms. In fact, lightning is what makes
thunderstorms. Lightning makes every single thunderstorm a potential killer. In the United
States, lightning routinely kills more people each year than tornadoes or hurricanes.
Lightning can strike as far as 10 miles from the area where it is raining and many people are
unaware of how far lightning can strike from its parent thunderstorm. If you can hear thunder,
you are within striking distance. Seek safe shelter immediately. Remember this lightning safety
rule...When thunder roars, go indoors and stay there until 30 minutes after the last clap of
thunder. DON”T wait for the rain to start before seeking shelter, and don't leave shelter just
because the rain has ended.
There is NO SAFE PLACE outdoors during a lightning storm. If stuck outdoors on a highway,
you could find a highway overpass and park the bike and get as high as possible from the road,
high enough to be out of any water, on the embankment between the highway and the bottom of
the bridge. At the same time, do not touch the metal of the bridge.
While no place is 100% safe from lightning, some places are much safer than others. Buildings
that are NOT SAFE have exposed openings. The safest location during a thunderstorm is
inside a large enclosed structure with plumbing and electrical wiring. If lightning strikes the
building, the plumbing and wiring will conduct the electricity better than a human body. If no
buildings are available, then an enclosed metal vehicle such as an automobile, van, or school
bus makes a decent alternative.
Chuck and Chris Jacobs
INDIANA EDUCATOR
bluewing@bluemarble.net

Fun Facts:
The first Harley Davidson motorcycle built in 1903 used a tomato can for a carburetor.
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Happy summer everyone!!
Jay and I hope you are all enjoying nice weather and getting out riding!
I am sure you have heard that the GWRRA University is offering on-line classes. And I know
lots of you have joined in some, which is so wonderful! This is a great option since we cannot
gather at rallies and attend in-person. The classes work very well and allow for a lot of sharing
of ideas and comments.
The August schedule includes:
Team Riding
Newsletters
Mature Rider
Riding in the Dark
Member Benefits
Riding in the Heat
Just go to the GWRRA University website – gwrradot.com and click on Forms and Guides,
Online classes. Fill out the form and choose the classes you would like to join. Be careful to
note the time zones when looking at the start times. ENJOY!!
Along these lines, if your chapter is back meeting again, whether at your normal location or an
alternative one and would like a University class presented, please let me know. We can
arrange it!
Reach me at harrietfansler53@gmail.com or call me at 260-243-0701
Another great resource is the Insight Newsletter which is on the gwrra.org website. Previous
articles are also archived which is a very handy tool to for any member. There are lots of good
info there and can be used at gatherings for topics to discuss. I’ve attached the most recent
one for you to review, in case you are not familiar with what Insight is.
You can find them by going to the University website and click on the “Ling to Insight at
GWRRA” in the orange banner.
Have a really fun and safe summer!!!
Harriet and Jay Fansler
University Coordinators
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July 2020
TEAM GWRRA

Jere & Sherry Goodman

Jere & Sherry Goodman
Director of GWRRA
Myth - The GWRRA “Club”

Director of GWRRA

We have all heard that “perception is reality.”
When the perception is allowed to go on
Director’s Assistant
unchallenged or unquestioned, it does become a reality, even when
false. Over many years, we have often heard that GWRRA is referred to
Clara & Fred Boldt
as a club. To set the record straight, GWRRA is not a motorcycle club.
Director of the University
We are an association, and there are many differences as we do not
Alessandro & Mariarosa Boveri function in the same organizational and procedural format as “clubs.”
Bruce & Barb Beeman

Director Overseas
Dan & Mary Costello

Director of Membership
Enhancement
Mike & Barri Critzman

Director of Motorist
Awareness
Randall & Janet Drake

Director of Finance
Susan & George Huttman

Director of Rider Education
John & Shawn Irons

Director’s Assistant
Bob & Nancy Shrader

Director’s Assistant
Tom & Renee Wasluck

Director’s Assistant

Since we do not vote, our decisions are made based on input from our
Members and our leadership. Voting can create an adversarial
environment that leads to long and heated debates. Support for a
particular issue may be based on personal relationships rather than
objective criteria. Our Chapters are not presided over by a president,
but by a Chapter Director who is not elected, but appointed based upon
qualifications and desire. Elections can also be controversial as personal
relationships usually play a big part as to who should be voted in. All
decisions based on personal relationships can cause a serious divide in
our Chapters, resulting in conflict and hurt feelings. In a club,
everything must be voted upon and majority rules. Not true in our
association.
Our Officer and non-Officer positions are all voluntary, and GWRRA
Members are welcome in every Chapter. There are no Chapter dues and
our purpose is clearly stated with our motto of “Friends For Fun, Safety
and Knowledge.” Our gatherings/socials should always be fun with a
dissemination of valuable information. We do not follow a
parliamentary procedure process like Roberts’ Rules of Order with
motions and second motions. The reading of minutes, which can be
quite boring, is never required or encouraged. We have a devoted Rider
Education Program and offer many educational presentations through
our University. Members are free to participate as they choose as often
as they like.

Continued on page 2

Indiana Rocks
I didn’t realize how popular this title was until I did a little research on-line. I went looking for a
book and found one right off called “Indiana Rocks!: A Guide to Geologic Sites in the Hoosier
State (Geology Rocks!)”. It makes sense that this catchy title would be about key rocks in our
state. I also found a reference to a middle school syllabus that introduces grade schoolers to
Indiana geology and it too was titled “Indiana Rocks!”. Even on Facebook you can find a group
site called Indiana Rocks “Happy Rocks” that is dedicated to fun rocks that are painted.
Now the reason I’m even bringing this all up is that “Indiana Rocks” is our 2nd running of the
District Scrabble game. This contest runs from July 1st to September 30th. The rules are as
follows: One point for every city and letter. All letter combinations must spell a city. You must
take a photo showing the city name. Two word cities will run together. It must be Indiana cities
and you can’t use cities from the 1st Scrabble contest. The Scrabble score sheet can be found
in this newsletter as well as on the District Events website at http://www.indianaonwings.org/
events.phtml. Completed boards (score sheets) are to be emailed to our District Ride
Coordinator, Ed Feldt (elf46@comcast.net).
While the first month is behind us, you still have plenty of time to fill out your Scrabble board.
Just recently, Winona and I made our first ride for the contest, which means we remembered to
take pictures of the city signs. We managed to collect 5 names in this short ride! Here’s a small
challenge to any of you that have a little more time to select your destination. How about filling
out a Scrabble score sheet with just Indiana cities named after Minerals? Jasper, Celestine,
Diamond, Clay City, Galena, and Silver Lake just to name a few. Well, it probably won’t earn you
more points but it would be interesting.
Until next time,
Be safe, stay healthy, and we’ll see you down the road!
Chris & Winona
Fun Fact: Indiana Limestone is known as Salem Limestone, after the
exposed areas of stone located near Salem, Indiana. Salem Limestone
is incredibly chemically pure—it is about 97 percent calcium carbonate.
Limestone was designated Indiana's state stone i.
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The 2020 Southern Indiana Ride is now in the history books. There were just less than thirty
bikes that left the designated motel in Bedford on Saturday morning to participate in a two day
loop through southern Indiana. The planned ride started in the parking lot of the Quality Inn,
Bedford and made some interesting stops before arriving at the designated motel, a Super 8, in
Corydon to spend the night. Eleven bikes departed that motel Sunday morning, with ten
continuing to ride all day, and looped over to Madison and then north. The ride ended with
dinner at the Crossroads Family Restaurant in Versailles.
The Southern Indiana Ride, like the upcoming Northern Ride, was planned as an opportunity for
members to get out and ride with their Goldwing friends. Making it a planned, but loose knit,
ride meant no one had to worry about a pre-registration cost like is absolutely necessary when a
specific space must be rented. Members would have the option of joining and departing a ride
anytime they’d choose and therefore whether to stay in a motel or not would be totally their
choice. And yet the true purpose of GWRRA, having an opportunity to go out and ride the
Wings with others who have the same interest, would be kept the focal point.
A lot of credit needs to be given to Ed Feldt, District Ride Coordinator, who rode many miles,
spent mucho cash out of his own pocket, and worked many hours trying to find just the right
roads to make it an awesome ride. This ride did not have a lot of miles on highways. This ride
was about getting out on the lesser used roads and those backroads that many of the locals in
an area probably don’t use on a regular basis. The mental image of those ‘backroads’ might
lead a motorcyclist to think they should be avoided. The reality is many are smoothly paved,
well maintained, and wander crookedly up and down over the same hills many people in four
wheelers want to avoid. Many of the roads those who drive cars avoid are the same roads we
on motorcycles try to find.
The Southern Indiana Ride was also an opportunity to see things a lot of your friends have
never heard of. Watching the fish jump and bang their noses into the dam at Williams Dam is
just plain entertaining. Bill Larkin’s world of birdhouses is something one has to see to believe.
No pictures are going to do it justice. The fact there are always motorcycles at the ice cream
stand in Birdseye speaks for itself. And whose idea was it to begin a shoe tree in the middle of
nowhere. Anyway, there is really so much to see in Indiana, even when it’s weird and
interesting, in addition to the awesome roads to ride getting to them.
Ed Feldt is the master of finding those lesser used roads. But it’s not an easy task. He spends
hours looking for ideas on various modern technology tools. Ed pre-rode the route when he first
started thinking about it. He then pre-rode the route with four other members of the District
Team. There was then another pre-ride with guys taking their wives along just to get a better
idea of timing. And then Ed had to make another trip, of over 400 miles, to check out a road that
he learned had just been chip & sealed. That dedication to making the Southern Indiana Ride a
success should be and needs to be recognized. GWRRA is led by those types of volunteers
who do it all just so that our members can enjoy their Goldwing and other motorcycles even
more enjoyably.
If you missed this years ride, that can’t be undone. But you CAN look for upcoming events
sponsored by the District and be willing to participate. Every ride and every event is done for
the members.
Lonny and Karen Hunter
Assistant District Directors
Senior Advisors
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Events
Event

Host

Where

When

Hog Roast

IN Chapter U

Angola, IN

August 1, 2020

Michigan District Rally

Michigan District

Evart, MI

August 13-15, 2020

Northern Indiana Ride

Indiana District

Starts in Lebanon

September 12-13, 2020

IL Winter Warmup

Illinois District

Springfield, IL

January 22-23, 2021

Spring Wing Warmup

Indiana District

Nashville, IN

May 21-22, 2021

Wing Ding 42

National

Springfield, MO

June 29-July 3, 2021
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